
SPECTAcular
creations for the
most fashionable

spaces!  
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Specta – Imagination cast in stone.

Welcome to a world designed to enliven your 
imagination.

Imagine a world, where beauty abounds in its most magnificent and versatile forms. A world, 

where everything exemplifies art in a form so pure, it turns you into a connoisseur. This world 

now exists – not just in your imagination, but in reality.

Welcome to the world of Specta. Where nature meets technology to bring your imagination to 

life. It's a delightfully charming manifestation of your imagination.
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A fascinating collection that complements your 
imagination.

Specta brings to you an enchanting range of designer quartz surfaces in a wide variety of colours, 

designs and patterns to complement your imagination. 

Every stone has a fascinating story. Pick the ones that complement your kitchen and living spaces, 

and create your signature style.
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The essence of your soul
Aura Series is designed with the utmost care and attention, blending imagination, technology and 

craftsmanship to create a soulful experience. Aura Series is for those who value quality, beauty and 

elegance in their living spaces. It is a mirror of your soul, shining with vitality and radiance.

Aura
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Venera (AR-105)
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Amazonite (AR-103)

Gray Pearl (AR-104)



Gray Pearl (AR-104)
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Palatial
The grandeur of royalty
The Palatial range evokes the grandeur, finesse and the scintillating elegance of the great palaces of 

the world. Diligently crafted with sublime passion and eye to every detail, this range embodies the 

delight of divinity itself; an absolute expression of imagination, technology and craftsmanship. 

Perfected to nonpareil excellence for those who seek nothing but the very best for their homes, this is it.
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Ice Storm (PL-481)
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Arctic Waves (PL-111-3)
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Divine Gold (PL-191-4)

White Harmony (PL-111-1)

White Vortex (PL-101-B1)
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Calacatta Colorado (NP-101-M4)



Adiva
The charm of a diva
Dazzling. Incredible. Vivacious. Amazing. The Adiva range is inspired by the mesmerizing 

elegance of a diva; the persona and the power to exude beauty in its absolute vibrance. 

Breathtaking visual impact, impeccable finish and the highest performance standards are the 

hallmarks of this ultra-plush range. It's what every well-loved and immaculately designed home 

and kitchen deserves. Truly, a diva.
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Blossom White (AD-421-6) 
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Ocean Blue (NP-471-16)
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Classique Soapstone (AD-3033-14)

Castle White Calacatta (AD-3113-M6)
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Allura
A mysterious allure
The quality of being powerfully and mysteriously attractive or fascinating is the allure of this 

range. Crafted with intimate elegance, Allura is designed to rare perfection. This range brings out 

the best of visual enigma and lasting aesthetics to your living environs.
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Elan Gray (AL-2133)

Castle White (AL-3113)

Gallium (AL-2211)



Nexus White (AL-3210)
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Coastal Fog (AL-4155)
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Natura White (AL-1111)
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Natura Beige (AL-1922)



Nexus White (AL-3210)
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Gold Dust (AL-2966)
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Winter Gray (AL-1136)
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Maven
Crafted for the connoisseur
Designed and crafted for a fine sensibility, Maven literally means a connoisseur. Designed for the 

fine taste of elegance, Maven is ideal for contemporary homemakers, interior designers and 

architects who seek nothing but the very best in fine looks and high performance.
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Absolute Gray (MV-103)

Golden Ripples (MV-391)
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Fluttering White (MV-321)
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Golden Ripples (MV-391)
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Mystic Fire (MV-394)

Absolute Black (MV-104)

Absolute White (MV-101)
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Absolute Black (MV-104)
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Origins
Finesse meets simplicity
Origins is the finesse of craft expressed in absolute simplicity. The designs are natural, simple 

and soulful. The elemental range of Specta's expressions in quartz, Origins brings a fine balance 

of high performance and aesthetics.
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Starry Black (OG-104)

Starry Gray (OG-103)

Starry White (OG-101)



Starry Gray (OG-103)
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Gray Sand (OG-303)

Desert Sand (OG-302)

Gray Sand Neo (OG-303A)

White Sand (OG-301)
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Uno Dark Gray (OG-606)

Pure Gray (OG-503)

Uno Light Gray (OG-603)

Uno Beige (OG-605)
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Pure Cemento (OG-607)

DS Dark Gray (OG-5066)

DS Light Gray (OG-5033)



DS Light Gray (OG-5033)
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Spectacular legacy.
Spectacular technology.

LUXURY CRAFTED QUARTZ SURFACES

Manufacturing Expertise P a t e n t e d  T e c h n o l o g y
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Specta is the outcome of two decades of ARL Group's expertise in  more then 

process manufacturing, world-class Breton technology, and some of the 

leading minds coming together to create refreshing ideas for Engineered 

Quartz Stone Surfaces.



A legacy built on unwavering values 
& lasting relationships
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Built on values and fortified by strong relationships, ARL Infratech – 

headquartered in Jaipur, Rajasthan, India – has emerged as one of the 

leading building materials conglomerates serving critical infrastructure needs 

like roofing, water supply, sewerage, sustainable building construction etc. 

The group has built a lasting legacy of excellence and high quality in process 

manufacturing. Today, the group has multiple category-leading brands that 

come out of its leading facilities. For more information, please visit 

www.arlinfratech.com 
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World-leading technology meets a world-class 
manufacturing facility.

For Specta, the ARL Group has set up one of the world's most advanced 

technology-led manufacturing facilities, spread across a sprawling area of 

about 400,000 sq. ft. in the Bagru Industrial Area, Jaipur, Rajasthan (India). 

Leveraging the patented Bretonstone technology, with high-end robotics, 

programmable design components, best of design resources, control systems 

and more; the Specta team is working to create SPECTAcular masterpieces, 

one slab at a time.
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Tech-led Quality Control
Be it quartz, resins or various additives, Specta's state-of-the-art Quality 

Control Laboratory keeps a diligent control over every input. High-end sieving 

and sorting equipment are used for controlling and grading the quartz powder 

and grains. Besides, the processes are seamless and integrated for quality 

across all stages - mix preparation, treatment, casting, hardening & slab 

finishing technologies and processes.

Focusing on Quality, Safety & Environment!
Besides, Specta's plant adheres to the highest global quality and safety and 

standards in Quartz Stone Manufacturing, with a keen eye on the environment.
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Technical Data Sheet

Specification  Test Standard  Test Result

Water Absorption  EN- 14617-1 <0.03%

Bulk Density  EN- 14617-1 2.10-2.45 g/cm3 

Flexural Strength EN- 14617-2 40 - 82 N/mm2

Compressive Strength  ASTM C 170 >200 Mpa

Impact Strength  EN- 14617-9 3.50 - 14.20 Joules

Thermal Expansion  EN- 14617-11 1.5 x 10-5   - 2.8 x 10-5 /°C

Abrasion Resistance  EN- 14617-4 > 23 mm

Mohs Hardness  EN - 101 6.5 - 7.5

Stain Resistance  ASTM C 1378-04 Unaffected

Wear and Cleanability  ASTM Z124 6.5.3 Pass

Cigarette test  ASTM Z124 6.5.4 Pass

Surface Burning  ASTM E-84 Class A

Chemical Resistance  EN-14617-10 Class C4

Mould Finishing

Full Bullnose Demi Bullnose 1/2 evel" B 1/2 Bullnose

1/2 evel T&B" B 1/2 Round T&B" Full Bullnose
with Acrylic lining

Spell Free Edging
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Large Size
Capacity to manufacture
jumbo size slabs 
Size - 3275mm x 1625mm 
& 3275mm x 1460mm
Thickness - 20mm & 30mm

Spectacular
performance, for life.

The R&D division is geared to deliver on the most challenging performance and design 

parameters. A highly trained professional team of designers is working under ace 

global designers to deliver inimitable outcomes.

The technology team trained by specialists from Breton are leading the way for product 

development, creating a series of flawless surfaces that outshine

Durable
Harder, stronger and safer
than marble, granite and
other natural stones

Easy to Clean
Simple care with just 
soap and water, no 
need for sealing

Hygienic
Hosts no bacteria,mold, 
or mildew, stays safe 
and sanitary

Stain resistant
Impenetrable, non-
absorbent surface that 
is impervious to stains

Heat esistantr
Specta quartz surfaces can 
withstand normal heat and 
it's advised to use trivet only 
for extremely high
temperatures

Scratch esistantr -
High surface hardness, 
not susceptible to scrapes 
or scuffs

Tough & Flexible 
Easy to fabricate & mould, 
highly resistant t cracks and 
chipping
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Application

Kitchen Counter-Top Dinning table

Staircase

Backsplash

Door & Window
Frame

Internal Flooring

Table topShelves

Vanity Top

Wall Cladding
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NOTES



ARL Infratech Ltd. (Quartz Unit) SPL-185, RIICO Industrial Area,

Phase II, Bagru Ext.-303007, Jaipur, Rajasthan, India. Call Us on 0141-6706777

Mail us on  info@spectasurfaces.com 

www.spectasurfaces.com Scan QR Code
for more details

A unit of              Infratech Ltd.
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